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Mission

voting,  determine power of the votes, improve 

work process, calculate payment, KPI, rate 

employees, etc. 

Education will help employees build a new 

mind set up and understandings. In DC 

motivation and effectiveness comes from very 

different mind set up . DC need employees with 

higher consciousness in order to achieve its 

potential. We believe that in right environment, 

right people will grow up. 

"New ideas need a new way of thinking”

DC savings goes to invest in the company or in 

other DCs  being a chain reaction for a better 

tomorrow. We aim to advance and share our 

knowledge, software and experience so next 

DCs can be created easier and better in order to 

serve humankind.

    improved work environment

    better employee motivation

    optimized work process

    enhanced productivity

    better employee payment 

    positive effect over society

In final stage, DC is owner free company. As 

democracy is proven to be the best choice, 

making company without owner, in democratic 

way, seems to be more effective and better than 

any type of company created yet. 

Unowned company

    less company expenses

Higher conscious of present society, combined 

with modern technology makes it possible.  

API, Mobile application and AI will help in 

DC is an advanced company concept opposite 

to monarchy companies which are all 

companies nowadays. Aims: 
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There are no laws, yet, that allows the existence 

of DC company type. We are using shares and 

structure similar to NGO in order to make legal 

the change of ownership. We are looking for 

better solutions.

If DCs prove to be more successful, countries 

will accept them in a way. Probably laws can 

ease and protect the existence of DC.

DC is far more competitive as employee 

motivation and payment are increased and 

company got increased funds (instead of being 

spent by the owner).

Management - employees set responsibility 

among themselves in the best way. New way of 

payment based on results and team satisfaction  

make useless for a person to become a 

manager if being not good for there - company 

will take less and the person itself as well. 

Employees will be happy if there is a capable 

person “higher” in the company deeds as profit 

rise. DC payment and hierarchy motivate 

employees in doing what they like and are 

good at. 

Problem:

Present companies provide money to one 

person - owner. That looks like monarchy and 

works in the same way. Greed made that 

unnatural event for the nature of human society 

to occur. Employees develop products, make 

them successful, create, serve, work and 

produce - it is absolutely logical that company 

should work for them. In the same way the 

company was established by one can be 

established by others with DC ideology.

In general the company works in the same way 

corporations work. Difference is that DC is 

unowned - what owner should take goes for 

company development, higher payment and 

investment in other DC`s

Solution - DC
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% Hierarchy

Present company structure and society 

hierarchy is the reason for many social 

problems we experience every day. Constant 

battle for being “the higher” instead of being 

better, with all that hate, stress, social 

aggression, cruelty, etc. is destructive for 

people and the company.

In DC, those problems does not exist. There is 

only one hierarchy based on the % employee 

takes. That % comes from done tasks, quality, 

positive character, activities for the company, 

ideas, improvements, innovation, company 

improvement, etc. Competition in qualities is 

hierarchy that will be positive for society and 

humankind in general.

removing of the imbalance between rich and 

poor. Fair payment. Our study over society led 

to understanding that society suffers from 

excessively rich people and their existence 

based on material values and greed. Reducing 

those examples + fair payment to middle and 

low class will be positive. As wiser the society 

goes - more effective DC is.

New way of understandings that lead to values 

and existence on a higher level of conscious.  in 

a natural way. 

(1) Еmployees are “owners” (in a way), they 

provide the best they can. They are not a tool 

for 8 hours but 24/7 part of a DC company and 

care, promote, sell, advance in a natural way. 

Employees are motivated to improve 

themselves, team and the company.

(2) DC is about creating better job, relations, 

humanity, life values. What employees create 

will be passed to the next employees who will 

benefit the great workplace in the same way 

they did. Values and ideology of protecting 

company from negative impacts (from 

themselves and others) and making their own 

workplace good and profitable. 

DC enhances economy (1), positive for 

employees (2) and positive for society (3). 

(3) Once DC is popular, it is expected 

improvement of society, which comes from 
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Great imbalance in payment - employees 

which do the hard work, lead innovations, 

product development, company improvement 

mostly does take low payment. In the same 

time, those able to talk, behave “nice” and 

“touch” owner, gain power, or have good 

connections can take up to 100 times more. 

Problem:

    good activity in company deeds

Solution 

    special skills

    good rating in company API

DC got no owner and its “relatives” are not part 

of it. Transparency and DC structure removes 

power and need of hierarchy. 

Equalized base wage. Additional Payment for:

    help the team, improve it

etc.

    improve company

    excessive job

DC aims to motivate every positive for the 

company action and remove the “rat race” in 

order to make each job positive and respectful. 

It is a new type of mind set up which bring 

company maximum potential and the best 

from employees doing what they are good at.

    saving company expenses

etc.

    no efficiency

Minus  if:

Constant % :

    negative behavior 

    negative feedback

As company success leads to more benefits for 

all employees, DC have basement of great new 

values and effective ideology:

“as better I get in what I do - more money I take”

Bonus for significant actions which lead to 

company advance, improvement, new 

product, innovation, etc. 

    working bad, mistakes

“as better company works and fewer mistakes 

happen, more I get”

“as better the rest are - more I take”

Great efficiency and motivation 

Present company DC 
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    increased effectiveness, quality and 

motivation. 

    interest of employee to do additional tasks 

for the company 

    self-discipline and reduced expenses for 

management

    increased company potential (thanks to 

increased capital)     less negative relations and experience

    better work environment and relations. 

    end of wolf-sheep ideology

    suppression from hierarchy of mind

    interest to develop skills, become better, 

work better, advance and gain new 

knowledge. 

    employees understand how important is 

each one of the team, team skills 

improvement and work environment

    chance to take part in and grow up

    harder to corrupt. Employees are “owners” 

with less interest in illegal.

    fair and higher payment for skills

    moral company based on positive relation 

and skills

    values and significant ideology behind it

    100% transparency. Employees take part in 

the processes of the company. 

    Thanks to API become part of decisions, 

raise questions, advise, vote, etc.  

Efficiency Positive relations 

Employee improving 

Values 

Transparency 
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“DC founder”sounds like far more 

honorable than having private 

airplane or expensive car. The name... 

it is all about that after all.
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